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Bonsai Tax helps people with 1099 Self-Employed Income keep track of their
business expenses to pay less tax. We enable you to keep track of your income and
expenses to maximize your tax deductions and minimizing the amount of taxes you’ll
end up owing with minimal amount of work.
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BONSAI MAKES YOUR LIFE EASIER BY:

+ Automatically connecting your credit and debit cards and pulling all of your
transactions 
+ Using smart auto categorization to put your transactions in the appropriate tax
buckets 
+ Provides you with an estimate of how much taxes you owe 
+ Makes it seamless to increase your tax deductions to mitigate your taxes 
+ Sending you all the completed tax forms so you won’t have to worry when tax time
rolls around 
+ Maintain compliance with the IRS by recording the necessary documentation

BONSAI HAS AWESOME TAX FEATURES:

+ Easily swipe right if your expenses are business, left for personal 
+ Add quick expense notes to your transactions to support your deductions 
+ Adjust the amount of expenses you have and split your expenses if both business
and personal
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